Güçlü Öztekin
ESKALATLANTİK
S EPTEM BER 9 - 18
RİTMO ZE YTİNO X D IRIMART
Dirimart is excited to announce its first appearance in Bodrum Yalıkavak
with an exceptional program. Located on top of a hill covered by olive trees,
between a residence for artists and numerous studios built in the 90s in
tune with the architectural style of the period and in accordance with its
natural surroundings, Ritmo Zeytino invites Dirimart.
The gastronomy project Ritmo Zeytino, opening its doors to visitors three
times a week, with a new menu each week, designed based on a farmto-table concept, accompanied by a special selection of music, presents
a unique experience. Dirimart organizes five presentations conceived in
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harmony with the spirit and rhythm of this special space, to be exhibited
each for two weeks, July 8–September 18. Exhibitions are on view on
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 17:00–22:00.
Last of Ritmo Zeytino x Dirimart projects, Güçlü Öztekin’s solo exhibition
ESKALATLANTIK is on view in 9-18 September. The exhibition gathers
a selection of the artist’s works of last decade. Reflecting Öztekin’s
compositions from different periods and diversity of materials he uses in his
works, the exhibition presents his big-size coloured compositions on craft
paper, a distinct feature of his art, as well as a selection from his portrait
series. Also, his small-sized works with which he incorporates his recent
dark coloured dynamic works, recycled materials such as styrofoam, carton
boxes, and plastic, to the realm of painting, are meeting with the viewer.

For detailed information please contact the gallery at info@dirimart.com or
+90 212 232 66 66. All images are subject to copyright, gallery approval must be
granted prior to reproduction.
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